Abstract: Traditional CMOS technology faces some fundamental physical limitations. Therefore, it has become very important for the integrated circuit industry to continue to develop modern devices and new design methods. The threshold logic gate has attracted much attention because of its powerful logic function. The resonant tunneling diode (RTD) is well suited for implementing the threshold logic gate because of its high-speed switching capability, negative differential resistance (NDR) characteristic, and functional versatility. In this paper, based on the Reed-Muller (RM) algebraic system, a novel method is proposed to convert three-variable non-threshold functions to the XOR of multiple threshold functions, which is simple and has a programmable implementation. With this approach, all three-variable non-threshold functions can be presented by the XOR of two threshold functions, except for two special functions. On this basis, a novel three-variable universal logic gate (ULG3) is proposed, composed of two RTD-based universal threshold logic gates (UTLG) and an RTD-based three-variable XOR gate (XOR3). The ULG3 has a simple structure, and a simple method is presented to implement all three-variable functions using one ULG3. Thus, the proposed ULG3 provides a new efficient universal logic gate to implement RTD-based arbitrary n-variable functions.
Introduction
With the development of the integrated circuit, traditional complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology is gradually reaching its physical limitations. Compared to CMOS, a resonant tunneling diode (RTD) has better performance and features, such as negative differential resistance (NDR), high speed, self-latching, and low power consumption (Mazumder et al., 1998; Muramatsu et al., 2005) , and is the most promising candidate to form the basis of the next generation of integrated circuit devices (Likharev, 2008; Lee et al., 2010) .
A universal logic gate is a powerful circuit unit used as one of the basic modules of very large scale integration (VLSI) (Chen and Hurst, 1981) . The threshold gate has a powerful logic function and a structure similar to that of artificial neurons, and has attracted much attention. An RTD is more suitable for implementing the threshold logic gate because of its negative differential resistance characteristics (Beiu et al., 2003; Zheng and Huang, 2009; Mirhoseini et al., 2010 (Wu and Hurst, 1981; Zhang et al., 2005; Bawiec and Nikodem, 2009 ). Wei and Shen (2011) designed a three-variable universal threshold logic gate (UTLG) that can implement all three-variable threshold functions and has a simple circuit connection. However, it has some disadvantages: a single UTLG can implement only threevariable threshold functions, and needs multiple UTLGs to realize three-variable non-threshold functions; the algorithm that decomposes a non-threshold function into several threshold functions is relatively complex.
In this paper, a novel method is proposed to convert a three-variable non-threshold function to the XOR of multiple threshold functions. Then a threevariable universal logic gate (ULG3) based on UTLG is proposed, which can implement an arbitrary threevariable function with a single ULG3.
Background

Threshold logic
A threshold gate (TG) (Muroga, 1971 ) is defined as a logic gate with n binary input variables, {x i } (i=1, 2, …, n), and a single binary output y. Its internal parameters are a set of n positive or negative weights, {w i } (i=1, 2, …, n), and a threshold T, such that its input-output relationship is 1 1 , , 0, otherwise.
A TG can also be presented as
If a logic function can be implemented with a single threshold logic gate, the function is called a threshold function. Otherwise, it is called a nonthreshold function.
Because Boolean logic can be expressed by threshold logic, a threshold function is functionally complete (Zhang et al., 2005) . In terms of performance and complexity, TGs implement conventional Boolean gates efficiently and have more complex functions (Zhang et al., 2005) .
Spectral technology
Spectral technology is a mathematical transformation method. It is used to convert binary data from the conventional Boolean domain {0, 1} into the spectral domain {+1, −1} by matrix transformations, with no loss of information (Hurst, 1978) . Within the spectral domain, a wider set of numbers are involved, ranging in even-integer values from −2 n to +2 n for any n input variables, which gives us more information than that of the conventional Boolean domain (Hurst, 1978) .
Given an n-variable function f(x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ), the spectral-coefficient vector R is given by
where RW n is a 2 n ×n Rademacher-Walsh matrix, and F is the function output matrix of the function in the Boolean domain.
As for a three-variable function, the spectralcoefficient is R=[r 0 r 3 r 2 r 23 r 1 r 13 r 123 ] T , where r 0 is a zero-order spectral-coefficient, and r i , r ij , r ijk are one-, two-, and three-order spectral-coefficients, respectively.
Reed-Muller expansion
A Reed-Muller expansion is a canonical expansion in the AND/XOR algebraic system. A given function can be expressed as the XOR of basic entry and its coefficient is called the RM expansion coefficient (Kodandapani and Setlur, 1997) 
where K n is a Kronecker matrix.
As for a three-variable function f(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), its RM expansion is .
Design of three-variable universal logic gate
In this section, a new method for converting a three-variable non-threshold function to XOR of multiple threshold functions is proposed. With this method, a novel three-variable universal logic gate is designed based on UTLG. Hurst et al. (1985) proposed a spectralcoefficient classification for threshold functions. The spectral-coefficient classification for all the threevariable threshold functions is given in Table 1 .
Classification of the threshold functions
Some conclusions should be noted as follows: 1. Compute the zero-and one-order spectralcoefficients for a given three-variable function and arrange them in numerically descending order of magnitude, and this is the |r i | of the function; if the |r i | appears in Table 1 , the function is a threshold function. The |a i | against the appropriate |r i | can be used to derive the integer w i and T for the threshold function. The relationship between the |w i | and listed |a i | value is
The sign of w i is the same as that of r i . The threshold T can be calculated as
2. If the function is not a threshold function, the derived number |r i | will not appear in Table 1 .
Non-threshold function conversion
Several studies have proposed methods to convert a non-threshold function to multiple threshold functions (Lechner, 1971; Bawiec and Nikodem, 2009; Nikodem and Bawiec, 2010 ), but they have two shortcomings. First, the function after conversion is not the original function and the input variables need some transformation; second, the process of conversion is quite complex.
For all the three-variable functions, there are 104 threshold functions and 152 non-threshold functions (Hurst et al., 1985) .
In this paper, a novel function decomposition approach is proposed to convert a three-variable non-threshold function to the XOR of multiple threshold functions with Reed-Muller expansion and spectral technology applied. The decomposition process is as follows:
1. Calculate the RM expansion coefficients of all the three-variable threshold functions as a reference table.
2. Calculate the RM expansion coefficients of the function to be converted.
3. Through the sequential search method, search the reference table of step 1, to find the two threshold functions for which the XOR result of their RM expansion coefficients equals the calculated RM expansion coefficients of step 2.
4. The three-variable non-threshold function can be expressed as the XOR of the found threshold functions of step 3.
Through the exhaustive method, calculating all the three-variable non-threshold functions by this decomposition, we can draw a conclusion: All the three-variable non-threshold functions, except two special functions, f=x 1 x 2 x 3 and
can be presented by the XOR of two threshold functions, i.e., f=(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )=f 1 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )f 2 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), where f 1 and f 2 are threshold functions.
Implementation of the three-variable universal logic gate
All the three-variable threshold functions can be implemented using a UTLG (Wei and Shen, 2011) . Fig. 1 shows a schematic and the UTLG symbol. Only input bits need to be reconfigured and there is no need to change the parameters of RTD or MOSFET while implementing a threshold function with UTLG.
As discussed above, all the non-threshold functions can be presented by the XOR of two threshold functions except two special functions, f=x 1 x 2 x 3 and
These functions cannot be presented by the XOR of two threshold functions because the XOR function is not a threshold function and the bivariate XOR function cannot be implemented by a single UTLG.
To design a universal logic gate which can implement all the three-variable functions, and 
Therefore, a threevariable XOR gate should be a part of the universal logic gate. An RTD three-variable XOR gate (XOR3) was designed according to the MOBILE circuit structure (Chen et al., 1995) . Fig. 2 shows a schematic and the symbol for XOR3. Fig. 3 shows the results of simulation of the XOR3 circuit by HSPICE, using the same parameters of RTD and MOSFET as used by the UTLG circuit (Wei and Shen, 2011) . The proposed XOR3 clearly has the correct logic functionality.
A ULG3 was then designed, consisting of two UTLGs and an XOR3 gate with 13 inputs c 1 -c 13 and an output f (Fig. 4) . Two UTLGs implement two threshold functions by configuring their inputs c 1 -c 6 and c 8 -c 13 (Wei and Shen, 2011) . Input c 7 connected to x 3 is used to implement two special non-threshold functions, while in the other situation it connects to 0. So, every three-variable function can be implemented using a single ULG3.
The following examples demonstrate how to implement a three-variable function using ULG3 and compare the use of ULG3 and UTLGs. Example 1 Implement the three-variable function If UTLG is used to implement the function in Example 2, first we need to replace x 1 with x 1 x 2 to obtain function f'. We then create f" from f'x 3 (Wei and Shen, 2011) . Finally, a function decomposition would be applied to obtain four threshold functions: f=f 1 +f 2 +f 3 +f 4 , where f 1 =x 1 x 2 x 3 , 2 1 2 3 = , f x x x 3 = f 1 2 3 , x x x and 4 2 3 = . f x x Fig. 7 shows the ULTG implementation of this function. Table 2 shows the number of ULG3s or UTLGs which implement the three-variable non-threshold function. Obviously, compared to UTLG, the circuit in which ULG3 implements the three-variable nonthreshold function is simpler. When the given threevariable function is a threshold function, both one ULG3 and one UTLG are needed to implement the function. However, UTLG is simpler than ULG3, and thus using UTLG to implement the three-variable threshold function and using ULG3 to implement the three-variable non-threshold function are reasonable.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel approach is proposed to convert a three-variable non-threshold function into the XOR of multiple threshold functions, which is very simple and easy to program. With this approach, all the three-variable non-threshold functions can be presented by the XOR of two threshold functions except for two special non-threshold functions. Then a novel three-variable universal logic gate (UTG3) is proposed, which consists of two UTLGs and an XOR3 gate. To implement different three-variable threshold functions, only one UTG3 is needed which configures the inputs. Also, there is no need to vary the structure or internal circuit parameters of the RTD in UTG3. ULG3 is simpler for realizing three-variable non-threshold functions, while UTLG is better for three-variable threshold functions. Therefore, the proposed ULG3 improves the RTD-based threevariable universal logic gate, and provides a simple and efficient circuit module to implement RTD-based arbitrary n-variable functions. Further research will focus on the implementation of arbitrary n-variable functions with ULG3s and UTLGs. 
